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VES1245D Price: 204,000€ 

Apartment

Villamartin

2 Bedrooms

2 Bathrooms

76m² Build Size

76m² Plot Size

Enclosed complex of 144 modern apartments composed of 6 blocks, with ample green
areas and leisure facilities, communal swimming pools and padel court. Located in one of
the most popular areas of Orihuela Costa.The apartments have two bedrooms and two
bathrooms, lounge / dining room and kitchen, and terraces. There is underground parking,
with a private parking space including each dwelling.In recent years areas like Villamartin
has become very popular with British, German, Russian and Scandinavian buyers, enjoying
their properties as second homes in the sun. Although Villamartin is not on the front line, it
is just minutes from the coast, wi...
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h beautiful white sandy beaches such as La Zenia, Cabo Roig, Playa Flamenca and Campoamor. All of these

beaches have been awarded the European Blue Flag which means high standards of water cleanliness, safety and

good family facilities.Access to Villamartin is excellent, with two major airports in close proximity. Alicante Airport is

a 40-minute drive away and Murcia Airport is just 20 minutes away. Villamartin is very popular with golfers as it has

its own golf course (less than 5 minutes), and four more courses in the surrounding area.The Plaza de Villamartin

is another important attraction and offers a great selection of shops, bars, banks and restaurants. At night in the

summer you will enjoy a lot of life and a vibrant atmosphere.For shopping enthusiasts, the Zenia Boulevard

Shopping Center, with more than 150 shops and places to eat is the largest shopping center in the province, it is

also a short drive from Villamartin.
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